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GRIZZLY’S MAW GAME PLAY DEMO
Story Summary: Welcome to Grizzly's Maw! Recent

Merit: Metroidvania-style action-adventure games

geological studies have shown that Grizzly's Maw could be the
deepest cave in the world, but exactly how far down it goes is
currently unknown and everyone who has tried to answer that
question has never returned. You know what that means?
History is yet to be made, and you’re planning on leaving your
mark! You and your friend Depp Caven set off to map Grizzly's
Maw when a sudden earthquake opens the earth beneath you
and sends you plummeting into the depths. Alive, but with all
your equipment destroyed in the fall, you must journey through
the winding cavern, acquire old equipment from failed
expeditions, and fend off strange creatures on your quest to find
out just how big this Grizzly is.

are a very popular and diverse type of game that
allows for a lot of creative freedom to construct a
compelling world for players to delve into. Working
on this game has given me the chance to produce
something that I've wanted to create for a long time
and has given me insight on the game making process
and what I can do to make future projects easier and
more streamlined.

Future Work: We will be adding seven more areas to the
game over the next 18 months. All areas will include unique
enemies and boss fights that test players on their continuously
evolving arsenal of equipment. We also desire to add additional
Speedrun, New Game+, and Boss Rush modes so that dedicated
players can continue to play the game in new ways even after
the credits roll. We are dedicated to seeing this game through to
the end.

SlightlyAbovAvrg Studios
Game Engine: Godot

Impact: I desire for my game to attract a positive
community that can enjoy everything that I have
created as well as generate constructive criticism of
my work so that my future projects do not develop
any of the same pitfalls. I will take steps to foster this
community by being open about development, and
never overpromising if I know that I will not be able to
keep them. This way I will be able to continuously
grow as a game designer.
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Allen Harris: Game Design, Programmer and
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